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A BSTRACT

This research tested some aspects of the contingency

model of management, specifically whether firms in the

apparel, wood, chemical and aerospace industries adapted

their budgetary processes to the nature of their raspec-.ive

environments. The hypotheses were that there are no differ-

ences in the budgetary processes of companies operating in

different industries, and that there are no differences in

the budgetary processes of high and low-performing companies

within the same industry.

A profile describing the overail organizaticnal and

budgetary characteristics of each industry was construc-t-d

using data aquired from interviews with corporate execu-
tives. Profit-center or majcr divisional executives also

provided data through surveys on the behavioral aspects of

the budgetary process in each industry.

Discriminant and variance analysis technigues showed

that there were differences across the industries, and

between the high and low-performers wizhin an industry.
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A. OVERVIEW

The "Contingency Theory" of management states that the

performance of an organization is a function of the deg:ee

of "fit" between the characteristics of its environment and

those of its management systems, Lawrence and Lcrsch

[Ref. 1], Burns and Stalker (Ref. 2], Woodward (Ref. 3].

Therefore, organizations operating in diffarent environments

ougat to approach decision making (and in particular budg-

eting) differently, these dff.-e..cas being r-aed to -those

between their respective environments. There is a pauci:y
of empirical i=formation on how organizations actually adapt
their budgeting activities to their environments. Tae

purpose of this research is to explore the nature of the

adaptaticns of budgeting systems zo the different environ-

ments in firms taken from four differant industries: (aero-

space, wood and paper products, chamical, and apparel).
More specifically, this study will:

1. Compars and contrast the budgetary processes employed

by firms in cone industry, with those used in the

three other industries.

2. Examine whether or not the "high-performers" in an

indus- have budgetary processes that more closely

"fit" their environment.
Hopefully the research findings will assist managers of
organizations to evaluate their own budgetary systems in

view of the techniques employed in their industry.

7I -,S;'' , 4 .. .. .;' >>.2,',,. ..... ". -- '--, ..'--° ... '', "-' ",.'
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B. BACKGROUND

The works of Burns and Stalker, Woodward, and Lawzamca

and Lorsch, suggest that different external technical and

economic conditions require different organizational

systems. Burns and Stalker (Ref. 4], point out that organi-

zations in more stable industries tend to be more "mechan-

istic", their management being characterized by more

reliance on formal rules and procedures, decisions reached

at higher levels, and narrower managerial spans of control.

Conversely, organizations opsrating in more dynamic indus-

tries tend to be mcre "organic", characterized by wider

spans of supervisory control, less reliance upon fcr ma!

procedures, and emphasis on decision making a,- ;he n ildl.

levels of the organization.

Budgeting is a key managament -ool for any-. organizaticn,

regardless of its environment . If the ccntingency theory is

valid, then one should find differences in -he budgeting

systems of firms opperating in different environments whers

different technical and economic conditions prevail.

Furtheremore, the "successful" organizations, (meaning the

"high-performers"), in one type of environment should show

strong similarities in the design of their budgeting

systems, as the "fit" between the budgeting system and the

characteristics of the environment is a necessary condition

for high-performance in the contingency model. Conversely,

J it is hypothesized that the low-performers will have mcre

diversity in their budgeting systems as the "fit" with the

environment will not necessarily be present.

Merchant (Ref. 5], recognized that few empirical

research studies had been conducted in accounting to opera-

tionalize the contingency model of aanagement. He conducted

an empirical research to test the hypothesis that organiza-

tional perfcrmance is higher where there is a "fit" between

the corporate context, or internal environment,

8
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. and the design and operation of tae budgeting system. Hs

defined the internal environment of the organization as the

size, diversity, and degree of decentralization and sought

to determine the effects of these variables on ccrporate

budgeting processes and practices 1n the alactronics

industry. merchant's findings were that performance, meas-

ured by individual self-ratings, was higher for organiza-

tions where the type of budgetary strategy adopted

(administrative versus interpersonal) conformed to the siza

and diversity of the company. This study uses instruments

adapted from merchant to measure the chazacteristics of the

budgetary processes. However, it seeks to isolate the effect

cf the external envixcnment on the organization's budgetary

processes rather than that of internal envi-onmenzal va:--

ables. For this purpcse, fouz industzies have been selected

each characterized by diffazent techaological and economic

conditions.

9
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II. 1 PRsE__T STUDY

A. PURPOSE

The purpose of this research is to examine the charac-

teristics of the budgetary processes employed by firms in

four industries, and to study tee effects of the external

environment on those processes.

B. HYPOTHESES

In their null form the hypothesis test-ed in ths

research are the following:

1. Theze are no diffarencgs in tha budgetary processes

of firms operating in different industies.

2. There are no differences in the budgetary processes

of high and low-performing firms within the same

industry.

C. THE VARIABLES
This study examines the effect of the independant vari-

able, "the envircnment", upon two dependant variables: the

characteristics of a firm's budgetary process, and it's

performance. These three variables are operationalized

successively:

This research uses Duncan's model to define and

classify relevant types of environments. Duncan described

E: 10
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the environment as the totality of the physical and social

factors that ire taken into consideration in the orga:iza-

tion. He further differentiated between the sys-' ns

internal and external environment:

T he internal environment consists of those relevantphysical and social factors with-n the boundaies Cf the
organization or speciZic decision unit that are tak-n
directly into consideration in the decision-making
behavicr of individuals in that system. The external
environment consists of those relevant physical and
social factors outside the boundar s of Le organiza-
tion or specific decision unit : at are takan d :ect.yinto ccnsidera+-ion [Ref. 6]

Duncan identified a number of components, or major

divisions of an environment, and for each component he

further identified a number of factors. The lIst of com-o-

nents and factors is reproduced in Appaadix A.

Duncan inferred from the p.-evious work cf organiza-

ticnal theorists that two environmen-.al dimensions existed:

"the simple-complex dimension and the sta-i-dynamic dimen-

sion. An environment is classified as simple if the factors

in .the decision unit's environment are few in number and are

similar to one another in that they are located in a few

components. It is classified as complex if the factors in

the decision unit's environment are large ia number (ibid).

The other dimension of the environment, static-dynamic,

indicates the degree to which the factors of the decision

units internal and external environment remain historically

unchanged (static), cr are in a continual process of change

(dynamic). The static-dynamic dimension consits of two sub-

dimensions. The first considers the degree to which factors
in the internal/external environment remain unchanged over

time, or continue to change. The second focuses on the

frequency with which new and different factors must be

considered by individuals in the decision making process.

.11
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Duncan's conceptualization of the envircnmen- is

expressed in Appendix B. Combi-ming the two dimansons

produced four cells, each cell representing a type of envi-

ronment characterized by its level of complexity and _tz

changeability. The four cells, therefore, .-epresent an

increasing degree of perceived uncertainty for the inI-

vidual decision makers, cell one (simple/static) repre-

s-anting the lowest level, and cell four (complex/dynamic)

the highest level of uncertainty.

Four industries were chosen for this research, each

having an envi')nment corresponding to one of Duncan's

- cells. The selection of the industriazs- was Jased on th
- opinions of several experts in the fields -A corporate

financa, economics, and maiagemant. The apparel manufac-

turing industry was selected to represent cell number one,

typified by relatively few factors aad components in the

environment, that are somewhat similar to each other, and

which remain constant over time.

Cell two, characterized by a large number of factors

and components in the environment that are relatively

dissimilar yet basically constant, is represented by the

wood, paper and paper products indastry. Companies in this

industry must consider a wide variety of factors such as:

demand fluctuations precipitated by construction trends,

environmental impacts, the effects of weather on its sources

of supply, the effects of pests/parasites, government regu-

lation on wood cutting, etc. These factors bear little

similarity to one ancther and have been historically rele-

vant factors in this industry.

Cell three, represented by the chemical industry,

has an environment typified by a small number of factors and

components, somewhat similar to each other, but subject to

considerable change. The rapidly expanding technology of

12
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today's society has mada it imperative that chemical

manufacturers constantly change internally in order to

supply those products demanded by their markets.

The fourth and final cell is the most lynamic, and

exemplifies an environment with a large number of factors

and components. The factors and components are not similar

to each other, and are continually changing. 1he aerospace

industry was selected to represent this environmental cell.

Firms in this industry must considar a very large number of
factors, often very dissimilar, such as raw materials scar-
city, uncertain demand, labor shortages/disputes, economic

uncertainties, etc. Furthermore, the aerospace industry is

at the icrefront of technology, iz the most dynamic of the

four environments.

The characteristics of the badgetary processes were

broken down into a "mechanics" component which identifies

the formal design of the budgetary system, and a "behav-

icral" component which identifies the behavior, motivations,

and the attitudes of the dacision makers within an organiza-

tion toward the budgetary process.

The "mechanics" questionnaire looks at the existence

of formal long-range and short-range financial plans, and at

their formulation and approval processes. It covers:

1. structures of the organizations
2. the degree of centralization in decision-making

3. the horizons of the long and short range financial

plans

4. the updating of the plans

5. the detail of the plans

6. the input, approval, and implementation process
7. the variances computed
8. the data processing system

13



9. the use of computer generated models or simulations

10. the use cf flexiile or zero-based budgetin g t--chni-

ques

The first part of the "behavioral" ques-t-onna;r -

used by Merchant was an abbreviated version of the Swisringa

and Moncur questionnaire [Ref. 7].

Merchant performed a factor analysis on his data

which identified six factors. For this research, the highes:

loading variables in each of nerchant's factors were

retained, in total eighteen of the thirty-seven items In

Merchant's survey were used. Merchant's factors and highest

loading variables are presented in Appendix C.

In addition to this questionnaire, the fcur other

* instruments used by lerchant- vre retained for this

research, ie.

1. a five-item scale measuring the usefulness of budg-

eting, developed by.Swieringa a-d doncur (ibid), and

Bruns and Waterhouse (Ref. 8],

2. the three-item Hackman and Porte= scale measuring

motivation and attitud4s (Ref. 9],

3. a seven-item Hackman and Porter (ibid), scale meas-

uring the link between budget performance and the

corpcrate reward system

4. a series of questions dealing with slack and manipu-

laticn in the budgetary process

The ccmplete "behavioral" questionnaire is therefore essen-

tally that used by Merchant, but reduced in length where
possitle.

D. PERFORNA&CE

The specific firms chosen to represent each industry

were selected from Fortune Magazine's list of the five-

hundred largest and five hundred sacond largest industrial

14I
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I

corporations in the United States. These companies are
ranked by gross revenues. The sample included all the

companies in each of the selected industries which appeared

for the last three consecutive years in either of the lists.

This technique yielded a sample that contained twen.ty-.ight

companies in the apparel industry, fifty-two companies in

the wocd industry, sixty companies in the chemical industry,

and nineteen companies in the aerospace 46ndustry. The only

exception to this procedure occurrad in the aerospace

industry. This group constituted the smallest portion of the

sample. In order to increase the potential data collected,

an additional firm was included with gross revenue just

under the cut-off for inclusion in the Fortune's lists.

Return on sales, and change in sales were selected as

performance criteria, using data for :he three most recent

years. Return on sales, and chanre in sales rates for each
-pjl firm were compared against the industry medians published by

Fortune. Any company whose calculated rates ware higher than

the industry median in both categories for all three years

was considered to be a "high-performer". The remainder of

the companies were considered to be "low-performers" for the
purposes of this research.

E. SIZE

In order to account for the effect that size may have on

the budgetary processes, the selected firms were classified
as either "small" or "large" within each industry. The

criterion for this classification was the particular list

that a firm appeared on. If it was on the largest five-
hundred list for at least one year out of the three exam-

ined, then it was considered to be a "large" company. If, on

the other hand, the company never appeared on the largest

list, then in was considered "small" for purposes of this

study.

15
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The strategy for colectig th- data combined -he usag-.

of personal interviews, telephcne interviews, and marled

survey guestionnaires. Each firm ia the sample was mailed a

latter intrcucing the project Ind solicizig participation.

These letters were addressed to tha Chief Financial Cfficer,

or commensurate corpcrate level manager. A telephone call

was then made to the addressee to determine each company's

willingness to participate, and tae degree of participation

that could be expected. Each firm was asked to provide an

interview with a manager who could lescribe the xecianics of

the budgetary system in the organization. These interviews

were, for the most part, conducted with a corporate level
5.

executive, usually the Chief Financial Officar, Controller,

or planning manager. aost of the companies agreed tc the

telephone interviews, and an audio tape recording of each

was made. A few companies requested that their input be via

the wri-ten format, and one corporate offic:al was inter-

viewed in person. The chief financial officer, or person

granting the "mechanics" interviews was asked to provide the

names and addresses of at least fifteen of the lowest level

profit-center managers in the company for participation in

the behavioral part of the survey. If the company did not

have profit centers, cr was reluctant to grant permission to

survey its profit-center managers, then major cost-center

managers were substituted. Approximately ninety percent of

the respondents were profit-center aanagers. Generally, the

profit-center managers were division managers. Five compa-

nies in the apparel industry, six in the wcod industry,

fourteen in the chemical industry, and ten in the aerospace

industry participated in the "mechanics" interviews.

.. " 16



However, as can be seen below, not all of these companies

agreed to participate in the "behavioral" survey.

The managers identified for the "aehavioral" survey were

sen t individual packets containing ins-ructi cns for

completing and returning the survey. As planned, the

majority of responses were received direc-.y from the

manager being surveyed. In total, two-hundred and thirty-six

participants were provided. A break-down of the "behavicral"

participants by industry follows:

1. apparel: four companies provided fifty-eight par:ici-

pants

2. wood: five companies provided forty-six partcipants

3. chemical: ten companies provided eighty participants

1. aerospace: seven companies provided fifty-two partic-

ipants

One-hundred and eighty of the questionnaires were completed

and returned in time to be incorporated in the analysis

presented in this thesis, for a net participation ra-e of

seventy-six percent. A bzeak-down of "behavioral" respon-

dents by industry follows:

1. apparel: thirty-seven responses

2. wood: thirty responses

3. chemical: sixty-seven responses

. aerospace: forty-six responses

kV
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IV. ANALY.I§

The analysis for this research has been broken down into

two areas. The first is a descriptive profile of the sampled

firms in each of the four industries prepared from the

"mechanics" interviews. The second area is a statistical

analysis of the "behavioral" data.

A. PROFILES

1. The Aae industry

Five firms fica the apparel industry pa-ticipated in

the "mechanics" porticn of the research. They were organizel

mainly along product lines with the exception of one company

that was organized functionally. Decision-making was more

centralized in this industry than 2.n any of the other three

industries.

The majority of the firms had profit centers within

their organizaicns. Three of the five companies had formal

long-range financial plans with horizons ranging from three

to five years. These long-range plans were prepared and

updated cn an annual basis. All of tha companies had annual

budgets that contained detailed information broken down to

the cost-center level. The annual budgets were prepared for

monthly, or monthly and quarterly increments. The three

firms that had formal long-range financial plans updated

their annual budgets on either a quarterly or yearly basis.

The two firms that had no formal long-range financial plans,

did not update their annual budgets. All five firms did

extensive variance analysis.

The three companies that had formal long-range

financial plans also had a corporate budgeting or planning

18
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manual, or were in the process of developing one for imme-

diate use. The two firms that had no formal long-range plaa

had nc corporate planning or budgaeing manual, a.d issue

little or no guidelires and assumptions for the p_-eparatioa

of the budget. The other thrse firms issued extensive guide-

lines and assumptions rhgarBing he- econozy, .nI-:.aiCn,

labor rates, materials costs, overhead costs etc.

There was a wide variety of responses concerning tae

actual budget formulation and approval process, and there

was ro observable pattern fcr the usage of: flexible oz

zero-based budgeting, or computerized models or simula-ions.

Those companies that had formal long-range financial clans

tended to make greater usage of data p-ocassn.g assistance

in the budgetary process.

Two of tae three firms with long-range plans were

high performers, and one was both a high performer and a

large ccmpany. Both of the companies without lorg-range
plans were small firms, and neither was a high performer.

2. TeWo ds

Six firms frcm the wocd industry participated in the

"mechanics" research. The sample contained four large

firms, two of which were high performers. Of the two small

firms one was a high performer. The companies tended to be

more decentralized than those in the apparel industry, with

no clear organizaticnal structural patterns for the sample
as a whole. All of the companies had formal long-range

financial plans with horizons that ranged from three to

fifteen years. These plans were prepared on a yearly basis

and were all updated at least annually. All the firms in the

sample had annual budgets that were broken down for entities

below the ccrporate level, (as far as cost-centers vithin

factories). The annual budgets were generally broken down on

a monthly basis and were all updated within the budget year

19



except for one company. There appeared to be significant

emphasis placed upon variance analysis by all the companies

in the sample. Two of the firms had a corporate budget'ing or

planning manual and these firms also issued guidelines and

assumpticns to their managers thae prepared formal budget

inputs. The other firms issued no guidelirLes or assumptions.

There was no evident pattern relative to the usage cf flex-

ible or zero-based budgeting techniiues. Most firms did not

use computer generated models or simulations.

All of the firms made use of data processing In the

budgetary process, but only two had remote interact.ve

terminals available. The formulation and approval process

appeared tc be bottom-up, wWth maay iterations and Zeviews

before the final approval by corporzta management.

Z. The Chemical Industry

The sample for the chemical industry contained four-

teen companies. Nine were large. Five large and two small

companies were high performers. The corporate structures

varied greatly (many of the firms were highly diversfied,

two of them derived less tha fifty percent of their

revenues from chemical related activivas). There appeared

to be more centralized decision-making in this industry

however, than in the wood industry. Virtually all of the

companies had profit centers within the organization. All of

the companies, except for one, had a long-range formal

financial plan with horizons of three to five years. Most

were prepared on an annual basis. All the firms had annual

budgets broken down for entities below the corporate level,

for the majority down to the cost-center level. The annual

budgets were broken dcwn on either a monthly or a quarterly

basis, or a combination of the two. All were updated at some

time during the fiscal year. The uajority of the companies

had a corporate budgeting or planning manual, and provided
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guidelines and assumEtions to managers preparing the bude':

inputs. The guidelines and assumpcions concerned econcm.,

labor, overhead, and other i-dusr.y-rlated data. OnIy -wo

fIrms provided profitability const-aints or profit targezs.

Extensive variance analysis was performed by avery firm in

this industry.

The formulation process typically contaiined man

iterations. Final approval usually rested with top level

corporate management. very little use was made of flexibl-

or zero-based budgeting technigues. All of the fnrms made

extensive use of computers in the budgetary process. aosz

used hc-h interactive and batch facilities. The majcrimy of

companies had computerized models or sirulato:s available,

and used them for budget related activl:ies.

4. The Aerospace Industry

Ten companies fr.om the aerospace industry part-6c-

pated in the "mechanics" portion of :he research. Seven of

the companies had prcfit e rs within their organizations.

Most of the companies were organized into prcduct or

product-group segments. The sample contained four companies

that derived less than fifty percent of their revenue.s from

the aerospace industryd Of the large companies, three were

high performers. Two of the small companies were high

performers.

All of the companies had formal long-range financial

plans. Most were prepared annually and broken down by years,

however two companies u v- quarterly or monthly and quar-

terly intervals for preparing the long-range plan. One of

the companies used a multiple year increment for preparing

its formal long-range financial plan. The long-range plans

had horizons that varied from two to ten years. All were

updated on an annual cr more frequent basis. The long-range

plans for this industry contained the most detail, and

12
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extended farther (on average) than any of the other -hrae

industries in the study.

All of the companies had vary detailed annual .Plaas,

broken out for cost-centers, except for one fir-- "hat did

not identify formal budget in-formation below the 1_ivisiona!
level. All of the high performers updated their a-nuaI

budgets at sometime during its cycle. dost wers update=d o.- a
quarterly or monthly basis. Two of hhe low performers did
nod update their annual buges.

" No pattern could be detected for the use of plann ing

manuals. Approximately half the coapjnies did not use the.m.
Virtually all of the companies issurd guidelines and assmp-

tions to managers preparing budget inputs. Va-zianca analy--ri
was used extensively by all of the companies.

nuch of the budget formulation and =_visivon process

was based on contracts that had es awarded to he company.

bau f act ursing, tooling, abo, ateria , ad enainee_ ong

costs were ientified as a result of the con-ract bid and

estimation process, and bhen incorporated ito the budgets.

Overhead was sometimes considered in a separate budget.
Corporate leel involvement for thet large, high performing

companies was generally limited to a review of summary data.

Corporate leel acticn to rev tnse these budgets appeared -to

be limited to an ln exception asis", rather than as a

matter of standard operating procedue. Nine of the compa-

nes had extensine electronic data processing assets avail-

able for use in the budgetary proess. The same nine had

computer generated models and simulations available. No

rpattern could be detected for the use of either flexible, or

zero-based techniques. This industry demonstrated more

decentralized decision-making than an of the other three

industries

22
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B. ANALISIS OF THE BEHAVIORAL QUESTIONNAIRE

The factor analysis of the "behavioral" data rasul-ed I,

twelve factors which closely matched the scales used to aake

up the "behavioral" questionnaire. The firs: eighteen va-i-

ables loaded on six factors that accounted for sxty-fiva

percent, and the remaining variables loaded on six factors

that acccunted for fifty-eight percent of the total variance

in the responses. Fcr the first -ighteen items taken from

Marchant's factor analysis of the Swierainga aad Moncu: ques-

tionnaire, the main difference between this factor analysis

and that of Merchant's was in the ranking of the factors

- rather than in their structure. In fact, only two items out

of eighteen were classified differntly. The significa-c=_

of this observation cannot be overlooked for it implie-s that:

. those factors that were significant to describe the bu5.g-

etary behavior in the electronics industry (which was t h

object of erchant's research) ar also significat to

describe the budgeting behavior of anagers in fcur cther

industries. Appendix D. and E. list the factors, and highest

loading variables resulting from the factor anaiysis. The

cut-off point chosen to include a wariable within a factor

was a loading of .40.

C. HYPOTHESIS TESTING

As described in Chapter II, two hypotheses were tested

in this research, which expressed in their null form were

the following:

1. There are no differences in the budgetary processes

of firms operating in different industries.
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2. There are no differences in the budgetary processes

of high and low performing firms within the .zme

industry.

In order to test each hypothesis, two discriminant aralvses

were conducted, the first one to determine whether th-_-rs

were differences in the responses between industries, ani

the second one to determine whether -here we-e differences

between the high and low-performers within an industry.

In all cases the results of the discriminant analysis

showed that both hypotheses must be rejected. For t-- anal-

ysis between industries, the percentage of oases ccrrectly

classified was ninety-five percent on the first eighteen

items, and ninety-one percent on -he other fcur scales for

the apparel industry. For the wood iniastry, the percent-

ages were respectively ninety-five and one hundred; for the
chemical industry they were eighty-aine p roent and ninety-

five percent and for the aerospace industry, eigh-y-fiv

percent and eighty-nine percent. These percentages indicate
a clear difference between the jour industries on both parts

A of the questionnaire.

OAN The discriminant analysis oi high and low-performing
J'. companies within an industry showed similar results. For the

first eighteen questicns, Ninety-two percent of the high-
performing companies in the apparel .industry were correctly

classified, as were ninety-one percent of the low performing
companies. Jinety-six percent of the high-performing, and

eighty two percent of the low performing apparel companies

were correctly classified for the remainder of the "behav-

ioral" questionnaire. In the wood industry only sixty-three

percent of the high-performing companies were correctly

classified regarding the first eighteen items, however

ninety-one percent of the low-performing companies were

correctly classified for the same questions. One hundred

percent of the high and low performing companies in the wood

24
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industry were correctly classified for the other i-Ms Cf

the "behavioral" questionnaire. One hundred percezt of t he

high and lcw-performing companies in the chemic a :.i--y
were correctly classified for the firs: eighte-an auestions,

and the percentage cf correct classifications fo: bo!h the

high and low perfcrmers for the reza-i.zn items was

eighty-one percent. In the aerospace iadast-y, one hundred

percent of the high and low-per forming companies were

correctly classified for the first eighteen items, and

eighty-one percent of the high-performingand ninety-five

percent of the lcw-performing companies wire correctiy clas-

sified for the remaining items.

These dati demonstrate that he-r ar- clar d;tf9 =e:e:ces

between high-performing and iow- :1.-1ming Com.. wi-hin

each of the four industries. la orde: to ixamine zore

closely the differences aad their aature, analyses of vari-

ances were conducted on the factors across the _,ndus:=iss.

D. THE ANALYSES OF VARIANCES

The purpose; of this research was to test some aspects of

the contingsncy model of managemenz, specifically whether,

and how, firms operating in differeat econcmic and technical

environments adapted their budgeting processes to the natur .

of their respective environments. In order to learn the

nature of the differences between industries, analyses of

variances were conducted on each of the factors, and on each

of the variables within a factor. Results showed that on

every factor, except for one, ther. were statistically

significant differences between the industries. There were

also statistically significant differances in twenty-three
of the fourty-three individual variables that were tested.

Appendix F. and G. illustrate the factors and the variables

that were tested for differences between industries, along
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with the F values and probabilities of exceeding F for :hi

variables that had statistically diffEzent values czoss

industries. Each industry's mean r- sponse is also prssenteP

%I in order to demonstrate the direction of responses a n

industry. Further research into the differences between thz

high and lw-performing commanies within an industry, is

highly recommended.

A
,.
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V. c LrjqSoIs

The four industries differed significantly -n mhe level

of decentralization of the budgetary process and the signif-

icance attached to performance agaiast the budget.

The apparel industry is descrioed first as it stands out

clearly from the cther three industries. This industry was

the mcst centralzed of the three and attached the most

Importance to acnieving the budget targets. The profit

center managers reported a high involvement with details

when budget!ng, reporting, and axplaiai-n; variances. Given

. the high hirarchica! 1-vel of the respondents, "h:ese

answers suggest a very centralized prccess. Furthermore,

they also assigzed the aighest scoras of the four industries

when answering the gues-icns regarding their top manage-

men-.'s attention to deta.ls a-d ability to iientify slack in

the budget. Finally, they reported the least ability to

manipulate their budgetary data ir ordSr to retain scme

safety margin for themselves. The answers are ccnsistent

with the answers to the questions dealing with the decen-

tralization of decision-making whi-h were included in the

"mechanics" questionnairg, and which indicated that the

apparel industry was, formally, th. most centralized of the

four industries.

The hudget in the apparel industry appeared to be an
important tool which received a great deal of emphasis. The

profit center managers reported the strongest link of the

four industries between the budget performance and the

corporate reward system. They agreed that performance

against the budget was an important factor for career

advancement, and they also reported the highest sense of

personal satisfaction and feeling of accomplishment in
connection with achieving the budget.
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The profiles for the other three industries wer= mcr

difficult to sketch out as they were more "middle of -:he

road". Patterns for the industrie.s in Duncan's two middl_=

cells, the wocd and paper and the chemical industry, wsr
especially hard to detect. The budgetary process was signif-

icantly less centralized, however, :han in the atparel

industry. The profit-cezter managers reported significantly

less invclvement with details, the frsjuency of involvement

being expressed by the answers "occlsionaliy" -o" often", as

opposed to "always" to "often" in -he apparel industry. They

also viewed their tcp managements as less involved with
details and the issue of budgetary slack. ?inaily, the link

between budget peformaace and career aivancam.en: was not as

strongly expressed as in the app-:e! induszry. Personal

satisfaction in connection with achieving t-ae budget,

although clearly expressed, was not as s-ongly expressed as

in the apparel industry.

The industry in Duncan's fourth .ceil, ths aerospace

industry, was either similar to the wood and chemical indus-

tries, or to the apparel industry. In only two instances,

was the aerospace industry markedly different from the cther

three. The profit-center managers reported going to their

superiors for advice cn how to acaieve their budgets consid-

erably more often than those in the other three industries.

The aerospace managers scored "ofte", versus a response of
"occasionally" in the other industries. They also reported

the highest need to protect themselves by submitting budgets

that can be safely attained.
On a number of dimensions, the aerospace industry's

scores were either close to those of the apparel industry,
or in between those of the apparel, and those of the wood
and the chemical industries. The requirements for explaining

the variances and reporting on the corrective actions taken

were similar to those in the apparel industry. Like the
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apparel industry managers, the aerospace industry manag-rs

also expressed a high feeling of accomplishment and personal
satisfaction when achieving the budget. On all the othe_

dimensions, the aerospace industzy strongly resembled .he

chemical and wood industries.

The nature of the differences described betwean the

apparel and the other three industrias is consistent with

the differences in their environments. The apparel industry

represents Duncan's cell one, than is the environment with

the lowest level of perceived uncertainty. The type of

control system that best "fits" this environment is one

where decision-making is centralized, and budgetary control

tightly implemented, (two charactristica whlch wer-

observed for the apparel industry).

Findings for the aerospace industry, Duncan's cell four,

representing the environment witd the highest level of

uncertainty, however, were not as dramatically differen-

from the other industries as one might have expected. On two

items it differed markedly from the other three industries

and these differences were ccsistent with an uncertain

environment. First, the managers r-ported more interactions

with their superiors, which is consistent with Lawrence and

Lorsch's observation that firms operating in more complex

environments need more elaborate integrative mechanisms
[Ref. 10]. Second, they expressed a stronger concern for
developing budgets that could be safely obtained, which can

be interpreted as an attempt to reduce the perceived uncer-

tainty.
The similarities reported between the apparel and the

aerospace industries are not surprising. They are consistent

with Fiedler's findings that a more authoritarian and task-

oriented leadership style may be the most effective for

highly programmable and structured tasks, as well as for

other extremes, ie. unprogrammable, and ambiguous tasks.
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Piedler explained the latter by a aeed to reduce t-he laveJl

of uncertainty so that an organization can operate eaff.c-

tively (Ref. 11]. On a large number of items, however, the

aerospace industry cculd not be distinguished from the wood

and the chemical industries. Furth-rmore, these two indus-

tries, r.presenting respectively Duncan's cells two and

three, also could nct be easily distinguished from each

other. Further analysis is needel on the data tc see if

patterns may be distinguished.

Overall, however, the data supported what this research

set out to do, t-at is, im clearly showed that firms in

different economic and technical environments do adapt their

budgetary processes to the nature of their respective envi-

ronments, and therefore it supports :h ccatingncy thery

of budgetary systems in different industries.
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APPENDIX A

Factors and Components Comprising the Organizational
Internal and External Environment

Internal Environment

1. Organizational Personnel Component
A. Educational and technological background and skills,
B. Previous technological and managerial skill,
C. Individual member's involvement and commitment to

attaining system's goals,
D. Interpersonal behavior styles,
E. Availibility of manpower for utilization within the

system,
2. Organizational Functional and Staff Units Component

A. Technological characteristics of organizational units,
B. Interdependence of organizational units in carrying

out their objectives,
C. Intra-unit conflict among organizational functional

and staff units,
D. Inter-unit conflict among organizational functional

and staff units,
-. C'rganizaticnal Level Compunent

A. Organizational objectives and goals,

. Integrative process integrating individuals and groups
into contributing maximally to attaining organizational
goals,

C. Nature of the organization's product services.

External Environment

4. Customer Component
A. Distribution of product of services
B. Actual users of product or service,

5. Suppliers Component
A. New materials suppliers,
B. Equipment suppliers,
C. Froduct parts suppliers,
D. Labor supply,

6. Competitor Component
A. Competitors for suppliers,
B. Competitors for customers,

U?
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7. Socio-political Component,
* A. Government regulatory control over the industry,

B. Public political attitude towards industry and
it's particular product,

C. Relationships with trade unions with jurisdiction
in the organization,

8. Technological Component
A. Meeting new technological requirements of own

industry and related industries in production
of product or services,

B. Improving and developing new products by imple-
menting new technological advances in %-tie

industry.
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APPENDIX "B

Environmental State Dimensions arid Predicted Perceived
Uncertainty Experienced by Individuals in

Decision Units
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Simple Complex

Cell I Cell 2
low perceived uncertainty moderately low perceived

uncertainy

Static
1) Small number of factors and 1) Large number of factors and

components in the environ- components in the environ-
ment ment

2) Factors and components are 2) Factors and comcponents are
somewhat similar to one not similar to one another
another

3) Factors and components remain 3) Factors and components re-
basically the same and are main basically the same
not changing

Cell 3 Cell 4

moderately high perceived high perceived uncertainty
----------------------------------- --- -----------------------------

Dynamic
1) Small number of factors and 1) Large number of factors and

, components in the environ- components in the environ-
ment ment

2) Factors and components are 2) Factors and components are
somewhat similar to one not similar to one another
another

3) Factors and components of 3) Factors and compunents of
the environment are in con- environment are in a con-
tinual process of change tinual process of change

%
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APPENDIX C

Factor Loadings of Budget-Related Behavior Items
(from Merchant's Research)

FCTR: Title and Items Loading > .40 :% of
' ILdngivar.I I

I I

1 REQUIRED EXPLANATIONS OF VARIANCES ',42.6
I I

I------------------------------------------------

I am required to submit an explanation in
writing about causes of large budget variances!.77
:1 am required to report actions I take to
!correct causes of budget variances ............. 73
1 am required to prepare reports comparing
actual results with budget .................... .66
1 am required to trace the cause of budget
:variances to groups or individuals within my
!department .................................... .66

;----- -------------------------------------. ..

2 INFLUENCE ON BUDGET PLANS ;1.4

The budget is finalized only when I am
satisfied with it ..................... . 7
New budgets include changes I have suggested.. .66

3 INTERACTIONS WITH SUBORDINATES 8.S
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I.........

:I discuss budget items with my subordinates
when prcblems occur ........................... .67
1 work with my subordinates in preparing the
budget for my department ...................... .57
I evaluate my subordinates by means of the
budget ................................ 53

----------------------------------------------

4 REACTIONS TO EXPECTED BUDGET OVERRUNS 6.3
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I find it necessary to charge some activities
to other accounts when budgeted funds for
:these activities have been used up ............. 91
:I have to shift figures relating to operations
to reduce budget variances .................... .76
I find it necessary to stop some activities in:
my department when budgeted funds are used up. .41

--------------------------------------------------------------
5 INTERACTIONS WITH SUPERIORS 5.5
----- -------------- --------------------------------I work with my superior in preparing the bud-

get for my department.., ....................... 53
.I am consulted by my superiors about special
factors I would like to have included in the
budget being prepared .......................... 5.1
I go to my superior for advice on how to
achieve my budget ............................. .50

',.
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6 1 PERSONAL INVOLVEMENT IN BUDGETING 4.7

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

II investigate favorable as well as unfavorable!
1variances for my department ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .52
jPreparing the budget for my department re-
:quires my attending to a great number of
details ............... .52
I personally investigate budget variances in

:my department..... :.47

Merchant, K. A.,The Design of the Corporate Budgeting

System: Influence-s-on ManagementBehavior _and
Performance, The Account Review, October, -971.
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APPENDIX D
Factors and Variables of Budget-Related

Behavioral Items (Current Study)
% of

Title and Items Loading > .40 Ldng Var

1. Required Explanations of Variances 1 ,.24

I am required to prepare reports comparing actual:
results with budget ........................... .85
I am required to submit an* explanation in writing!
about causes of large budget variances .............-87
I am required to trace the cause of budget
variances to groups or individuals within my
department .. ... . .. .. .. . ..................... 72

1 am required to report actions I take to correct;
causes of budget variances......................... 78
----------------------------------------------------- I.......----

2. Interacticns with superiors It :.11
---------------------------------------------------------- ------
I work with my superior in preparing the budget
.or my department.................................. 1.8~4
I am consulted by my superiors about special 1
factors I would like to have included in the 1
budget being prepared......................... 83

1 oto mysupervisor for advise on how to 1
achieve my budget ............... .. ............ .59

V------------------------------------------------------------ ------

3. Personal Involvement in Budgeting .09

Preparing the budget for my department requires
my attending to a great number of details ...........52
I investigate favorable as well as unfavorable 1
variances for my department .....................1.62
I personally investigate budget variances in my
department ....... ..................... .. . .. .81
I discuss budget items with my subordinates when
problems occur ........ . .. .................... .51

4I. Reactions to Budget Overruns :.09
I find it necessary tc charge some activities to
other accounts when budgeted funds for these
activities have been used up .......... .89
1have to shift figures relating to operations to:

reduce budget variances ........ .. .. . ... .. . .. .. . .. :-89

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- -----
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5. Interactions With Subordinates .07
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------

I work with my subordinates in preparing the
budget for my department ......................... .92
I evaluate my subordinates by means of the budget .41

6. Influence On Budget Plans .05
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ------

New budgets include changes I have suggested ...... 75
The budget is finalized only when I am satisfied
with it ............... . . . .. . . . .... .. .. . .61

I find it necessary tc stop some activities in my!
department when budgeted funds are used up ........ 41
------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------

I Ldng = Loading
% of Var Percentage of Variance

64
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APPENDIX E

Factor Loadings of Motivational and Attitudinal
Items (Current Study)

% of
Title and Items Loading >.40 * Ldng Var.

* I
-------------------------------------- ------------------

1. Link With the Corporate Reward System .27
--------------------------------------------------------------- I

Budget performance is an important factor in
advancing my career ............................... .55
Meeting the budgeted goals consistently will im-
prove a manager's job security .................... .83

A. Exceeding budgeted performance will lead to more
. responsibility ..................................... .70

Good budget performance is a prerequisite to
advancement ........................................ .69
Pay increases are closely tied into budget per-
fcrmance ........................................... 68
My talents will be better recognized if my depart-
ment attains the budget ............................ .55

will have better re!a'_iJns with my supervisor if
my department performz well in relation to the
budget .................................... 7........
----------------------------------------------- I

2. Intrinsic Motivation and Attitudes .09
--------------------------------------------------------------
Good performance relative to budgeted levels gives;
me a feeling cf accomplishment ..................... .6
The budget enables me to be a better manager ....... 40
Managing to achieve budgeted levels contributes to:
my personal growth and development ................. 57,
T get a great sense of personal satisfaction when
my department's performance compares favorably
with the budget ................ 94
Thebudgetenablesme to keep track of my success:
as a manager ...................................................... :.67 ,

-------------------------------------------------- ----
3. Slack in the Budget : 1.06A
--------------------------------------------------------------- I

Top management receives detailed information on
the activities of my department ................... .60
My supervisor has enough information to know if
there is slack in my budget ............... ........ :.88 1
Top management has a way to know if there is slack:
in a departmental budget .......................... .81
--------------------------------------------------------------- I

4. ;
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4. Ability To Manipulate the Budgetary Process .06
------------------------------------------ --

To protect himself, a manager submits budgets that;
can be safely attained ..............................72
In good business times, my supervisor is willing
to accept a reasonable level of slack in my budget:.81
With some skill, a manager can make his perform-
ance look just as he wants ......................... :.45

5. Usefulness of Budge ing :.05
ST f

If I am having tr ..ble meeting the budget, the
controller can often help me out ................... .56
The budgeting system assists my department's
efforts to improve methods of production ........... 51
The budget encourages me to be more innovative .... :.40
The budget enables me to be more flexible .........2.76

--------------------------------------------

6. The Budget Game .05
--------------------------------------------

It is sometimes necessary to make expenditures
which might otherwise not be made so as to avoid
budget reductions in the next period .............. .66
To be safe, a manager usually sets two levels of
standards; one between himself and his boss, and
another between himself and his subordinates ...... :.58
Slack in the budget is good to do things that can
not be officially approved ......................... .61
------------------------------------------------ I

' Ldng = Loading
% of Var.: Percentage of Variance
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APPENDIX F

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE, BUDGET-RELATED "BEHAVIORAL ITEMS"
(current study)

Industry Mean
F Prob Responses

Title and Items Value >F I II III IV
(.05 cut-off)

1. Required Explanations
of Variances 3.92 .01

I am required to prepare re-
ports comparing actual re-
sults with budget ........... 3.11 .03 1.78 2.34 2.44 1.86
I am required to submit an
explanation in writing about
causes of large budget
variances ................... 6.16 .0006 1.84 3.03.2.76 2.51
I am required to trace the
cause of budget variances
to groups or individuals
within my department ........ 5.78 .001 2.00 2.97 2.91 2.40
I am required to report
actions I take to correct
causes of budget variances..6.53 .0004 2.24 2.83 2.98 2.21

2. Interactions With
Superiors 2.52 .05

I go to my supervisor for
advice on how to achieve

my budget ................... 4.41 .005 3.00 3.41 2.71 2.37
------------------------------------------------------------------
3. Personal Involvement in

Budgeting 4.77 .005

Preparing the budget for my
department requires my
attending to a great number
of details .................. 5.17 .002 1.59 2.28 2.48 2.37
I investigate favorable as
well as unfavorable
variances for my department.3.20 .02 1.30 1.86 1.77 1.62
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4I. Reactions to Budget
Overruns 3.15 .05

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I find it necessary to
charge some activities to
other accounts when
budgeted funds for these
activities have been
used up................... 6.77 .0003 4.16 3.93 3.97 4.58

5. Interactions with
Subordinates NA NA

------------------------------------------------------------------
I evaluate my subordinates
by means of the budget ...... 2.87 .04 2.32 2.45 2.86 2.48

6. Influence on Budget
Plans 4.79 .005

NA NA
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX G

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE, MOTIVATIONAL AND ATTITUDINAL ITEMS
(current study)

Industry Mean
F Prob Responses

Title and Items (.05
cut-off) value >F I II III IV

1. Link with the Corporate
reward system 2.12 .003

Budget performance is in
important factor in ad-
vancing my career ............. 4.26 .006 4.09 3.66 3.43 3.70

Meeting the Budgeted goals
consistently will improve a
manager's job security ........ 2.61 .05 3.60 3.55 3.21 3.36
Exceeding budgeted per-
formances will lead to more
responsibility ................ 4.90 .003 3.00 3.00 2.88 2.57
Pay increases are closely
tied into budget performance..3.81 .01 3.29 3.17 2.67 2.86
My talents will be better
recognized if my department
attains the budget ............ 2.93 .04 3.71 3.48 3.22 3.39
------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Intrinsic Motivation and

Attitudes ....... 1.93 .02

Good performance relative to
budgeted levels gives me a
feeling of accomplishment ..... 3.62 .01 4.37 4.00 3.93 4.18
The budget enables me to be
a better manager .............. 2.73 .04 4.29 3.93 3.87 3.91
I get a great sense of per-
sonal satisfaction when my
department's performance
compares favorably with the
budget ........................ 5.74 .001 4.23 3.76 3.70 4.09
-------------------------------------------------------------
3. Slack in the Budget 4.32 .01

.--------------------------------------------------- -------------
Top management receives de-
tailed information on the
activities of my department...5.70 .001 4.06 3.69 3.25 3.45
Top management has a way to
know if there is slack in a
department budget ............. 3.19 .03 3.74 3.21 3.21 3.30
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*4. Ability to Manipulate the
Budgetary Process 4.55 .009

To protect himself, a manager
submits budgets that can be
safely attained ............... 2.74 .04 2.22 2.52 2.58 2.82

A In good business times, my
supervisor is willing to
accept a reasonable level of
slack in my budget ............ 2.96 .03 2.74 2.55 3.09 2.75
With some skill, a manager can
make his performance look just
as he wants ................... 3.81 .01 2.14 2.31 2.63 2.59

5. Usefulness of Budgeting 2.77 .05

The budget encourages me to
be more innovative ............ 2.78 .04 3.57 3.41 3.09 3.52

6. The Budgeting Game 3.40 .02
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